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Scholastic dictionary of synonyms antonyms pdf

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates popular portable dictionary has brand new volumes and two-color interior design! The synonymous scholastic dictionary, Antonium, and Henyms -- a widely successful reference title -- is getting a makeover! This book is a portable and inexpensive dictionary
suitable for middle school students. It can slip into your book bags and be taken anywhere. With more than 12,0 synonyms and 10,0 Antoniom at his fingertips, the book is a great reference for young writers. And for kids who don't know what to use asl or original, this manual guide also includes 20. ISBN-
13: 9780545426671 Publisher: Scholastic, Company Published: 07/01/2012 Pages: 240 Sales Rating: 77,454 Product Dimensions: 5.20 (W) x 7.50 (h) x 0.50 (d) Age range: 8 - 12 years hot 5 to—This pocket dictionary has 12,000 sionium, 10,000 antonium, And the same 2,000. Word entries are
presented in alphabetical order and offer synonyms, followed by antonyms in prantics. For example, the input for Daft includes synonyms such as silly and idiotic and antonyms such as sane and practical. Common co-teams (as such, they are, there, are) are featured in the second part of the book. A brief
overview of speech sections, four sentence types and a glossary of grammar terms has also been highlighted. For customers who may find traditional reference books and large volumes daunting, this useful and portable resource may be less intimidated.—Kara Moft, A.R. Elementary School. Lewis,
Pickens, SC School Library Magazine showing 1-48 began its review of the Scollastic Pocket Dictionary of Synonyms, Antonyms &amp; Homonyms March 28, 2015 Ms. Tyler Rated It Loved Scolastic Company (2012). Scholastic pocket dictionary of synonyms, antonyms &amp; homonyms. New York:
Scolastic, Inc.Citation by: Sarah TylerType of Reference: DictionaryCall Number: 423.1 S3681 2012Content/Scope: Featuring over 20,000 examples, this dictionary pocket contains 12,000 synonyms, 10,000 antonyms, and 2,000 homonyms. Review sections are included in speech, four types of
sentences, and a glossary of grammar terms, and make the dictionary more than simply a thesaurus with Scolastic Corporation (2012). Scholastic pocket dictionary of synonyms, antonyms &amp; homonyms. New York: Scolastic, Inc.Citation by: Sarah TylerType of Reference: DictionaryCall Number:
423.1 S3681 2012Content/Scope: Featuring over 20,000 examples, this dictionary pocket contains 12,000 synonyms, 10,000 antonyms, and 2,000 homonyms. Review sections of speech, four sentence types, and a glossary of grammar terms are included, which makes this dictionary more than simply a
thesaurus with another name. Accuracy/Authority/Bias: It is authoritative because Scholastic is a respected publisher, however the accuracy is questionable, as some synonyms do not match the meaning of the word. For example, the synonym included for familiarity is companionship, which is
accompanied by Other synonyms such as knowledge, familiarity and experience. Bias is almost unavailable, since work deals with English synonyms, antonyms, and the same ones suitable for children; Set/Presentation: As expected from a dictionary, words are listed in alphabetical order. The first part is
synonymous and the antonym part. Each word entry is bold in face type, followed by synonyms. Antonyms are included in prantic italics. The same ones are collected as their own sections, which are placed before examining parts of speech and the types of sentences and glossary of grammar terms.
Relation to other works: This dictionary replaces the basic dictionary of Edang synonyms and antonyms in 1978 by providing more student-friendly access to synonyms and antonyms and providing information about the same ones not included in the Ordang dictionary. Access/Diversity: Recommended
for students in at least fifth grade, this dictionary is accessible to younger elementary students with adult support. It is useful for students who need relevant words when writing, especially talented and talented students who enjoy using interesting or unusual words. This dictionary will be more useful for
English learners and special education students if they perform several additions. For example, entries should be labeled based on a part of their speech, for example, the verb abandon cannot be distinguished from the abandoned sympothe form, even though the words of the two entries are different.
Labels that are synonymous words or antonyms increase independent access and use. Cost: $6.99 Professional Review: Moffett, C. (2013). Scholastic pocket dictionary of synonyms, antonyms &amp; homonyms. School Library Journal, 59(4), 70. ... more Nov 30, 2013 Michelle Thomas added it By
Michelle ThomasScholastic, Inc. Staff. (2012). Scholastic pocket dictionary of synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms. New York: Scholastic, Inc.Review: School Library Journal. (2013). Scholastic pocket dictionary of synomyms, antonyms, and homonyms. Reference Type: DictionaryCall Number:
423Content Scope: The dictionary has 12,000 synonyms, 10,000 antonyms, and 2,000 homonyms. It also has sections of speech, types of sentences, and grammar terms. Intended for third to seventh grade. By Michelle ThomasScholastic, Inc. Staff. (2012). Scholastic pocket dictionary of synonyms,
antonyms, and homonyms. New York: Scholastic, Inc.Review: School Library Journal. (2013). Scholastic pocket dictionary of synomyms, antonyms, and homonyms. Reference Type: DictionaryCall Number: 423Content Scope: The dictionary has 12,000 synonyms, 10,000 antonyms, and 2,000
homonyms. It also features parts of speech, types and grammar terms. Intended for third to seventh grade. Biased authority accuracy: The publisher of this dictionary has a history of producing popular reference items for children and young people. Makeup and presentation: The dictionary is pocket
sized. The cover has a lot of colorful images. The first part has words arranged alphabetically with synonyms and antonyms in pranats. The second part has the same thing. The third part features speech sections, types of sentences and grammar terms. Relation to similar works: The library has several
dictionaries, but it does not include antonyms, synonyms, and the same ones. Timelines and Permanence: The content and features of the dictionary would is suitable for the age range. This publication is a good complement to student work. The cover is stuck and its size is attractive to students.
Access/Variety: Although small in size, the dictionary covers a wide range of words. With the dictionary not bulky and heavy, students will be less intimidated to actually use it. Cost: $6.99 ... More scolastic. (2012). Pocket dictionary of synonyms, antonyms &amp; homonyms. New York City: NY. Scolastic.
Reference Type: DictionaryCall Number: REF 423Citation by: Allison WilliamsonContent/Scope: The pocket dictionary for kids has 12,000 synonyms, 10,000 antonyms and 2,000 commonly used homonyms. There is also a short review of speech sections, four types of sentences and a glossary of
grammar terms in this pocket reference. Accuracy/Authority/Bias: Scholastic is one of the scolastic worlds. (2012). Pocket dictionary of synonyms, antonyms &amp; homonyms. New York City: NY. Scolastic. Reference Type: DictionaryCall Number: REF 423Citation by: Allison WilliamsonContent/Scope:
The pocket dictionary for kids has 12,000 synonyms, 10,000 antonyms and 2,000 commonly used homonyms. There is also a short review of speech sections, four types of sentences and dictionaries of grammar terms in this pocket reference. Accuracy/Authority/Bias: Scolastic is one of the world's
largest book publishers in the world. Scolastic has been serving books, games and educational programs to schools, homes and libraries since 1920. Order/ Presentation: Entries are presented in alphabetical order. In easy to read fonts, you'll find antonym and related ones in parentheses. Timelines and
Permanence: This pocket dictionary was published in 2012 so it is up on synonyms, antonyms and homonyms. Access/Variety: Scolastic recommends that this dictionary is for fifth and high grades. Cost: One copy $6.99.Professional Review: Kara Moft through school magazine library ... Most of
September 09, 2012 Heidi rated it amazing Scolastic continues to provide high quality reference sources at affordable prices. This paperback, revised in 2012, offers a pleasing colorful cover that includes photos of the new children's dictionary and pocket dictionary on the back. The Includes information
about what synonyms, Antoniom, and the same one are and where to find them in the book; my experience with students is that they rarely read the introduction, especially one in a reference book, so scoelastic explanations or definitions continue to provide high-quality reference sources at affordable
prices. This paperback, revised in 2012, offers a pleasing colorful cover that includes photos of the new children's dictionary and pocket dictionary on the back. The introduction includes information about what synonyms, antonioms and the same are, and where to find them in the book; Using color to
stand out for each word (synonyms/antonium/sameim) will definitely be useful to users. A bonus section at the end of the book list is the speech sections and includes a variety of nouns, verbs, verbs, additions, propositions, pronouns, fusions and intersections and how to use them. A solid purchase.
Highly recommended. ... Most Lisa Marie Rated It Was Amazing July 27, 2013 Mayzy Rated It Was Amazing August 18, 2015 mo Rating It Was Amazing September 03, 2014 Bakhrom Rating It Was Amazing August 27, 2019 Thu Bui Rating It Was Amazing March 16, 2019 Diana Ohlsson Rated It Really
Liked March 19, 2019 Ari Points It Really Liked It February 17, 2015 Suji Rated It Really Liked October 17, 2018 Christina Hurt Rating It Was Amazing May 23, 2020 Dr Manasi as it is to read November 19, 2012 Crox marked it to read November 21, 2012 Cnu marked it as reading January 22 , 2013
Arajan marked it as reading February 19, 2013 Thetjana marked as it read February 21 , 2013 Tom Tom marked it as to-read May 28, 2013 Kelly marked it as to-read Jul 07, 2013 Olaolu marked it as to-read Aug 12, 2013 Anna marked it as to-read Oct 12, 2013 Melisa marked it as to-read Mar 02, 2014
Tanushree as it marked to a June 12 reading, 2014 Melvin marked it as to a Reading August 04, 2014 Ritachung as it read August 16, 2014 Bing Shen marked it as reading September 11, 2014 Sancha marked as it read December 14, 2014 2014
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